Adipose-derived stem cells: Sources, potency, and implications for regenerative therapies.
Adipose-derived stem cells (ASCs) are a subset of mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) that can be obtained easily from adipose tissues and possess many of the same regenerative properties as other MSCs. ASCs easily adhere to plastic culture flasks, expand in vitro, and have the capacity to differentiate into multiple cell lineages, offering the potential to repair, maintain, or enhance various tissues. Since human adipose tissue is ubiquitous and easily obtained in large quantities using a minimally invasive procedure, the use of autologous ASCs is promising for both regenerative medicine and organs damaged by injury and disease, leading to a rapidly increasing field of research. ASCs are effective for the treatment of severe symptoms such as atrophy, fibrosis, retraction, and ulcers induced by radiation therapy. Moreover, ASCs have been shown to be effective for pathological wound healing such as aberrant scar formation. Additionally, ASCs have been shown to be effective in treating severe refractory acute graft-versus-host disease and hematological and immunological disorders such as idiopathic thrombocytopenic purpura and refractory pure red cell aplasia, indicating that ASCs may have immunomodulatory function. Although many experimental procedures have been proposed, standardized harvesting protocols and processing techniques do not yet exist. Therefore, in this review we focus on the current landscape of ASC isolation, identification, location, and differentiation ability, and summarize the recent progress in ASC applications, the latest preclinical and clinical research, and future approaches for the use of ASCs.